
Abstract Pertinent works associated with magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) and drug delivery are re-

viewed in this work to demonstrate the role of transport

theory in porous media in advancing the progress in

biomedical applications. Diffusion process is considered

significant in many therapies such as delivering drugs to

the brain. Progress in development of the diffusion

equation using local volume-averaging technique and

evaluation of the applications associated with the dif-

fusion equation are analyzed. Tortuosity and porosity

have a significant effect on the diffusion transport.

Different relevant models of tortuosity are presented

and mathematical modeling of drug release from bio-

degradable delivery systems are analyzed in this inves-

tigation. New models for the kinetics of drug release

from porous biodegradable polymeric microspheres

under bulk erosion and surface erosion of the polymer

matrix are presented in this study. Diffusion of the dis-

solved drug, dissolution of the drug from the solid phase,

and erosion of the polymer matrix are found to play a

central role in controlling the overall drug release

process. This study paves the road for the researchers in

the area of MRI and drug delivery to develop compre-

hensive models based on porous media theory utilizing

fewer assumptions as compared to other approaches.

List of symbols

a Empirical constant

aE Einestein radius

ADC Apparent diffusion coefficient

b Empirical constant

BSat Saturation concentration of the drug in the

polymer phase

Bs Undissolved drug concentration in the

polymer

ÆCæ Volume average of concentration

CL Drug concentration in the liquid phase

Co Initial drug concentration

Csat Saturation concentration of the drug

CSe Drug concentration in the effective solid phase

Cs Undissolved drug concentration in the pores

dp Pore diameter

D* Effective diffusion coefficient

DB Polymer diffusion coefficient

ECS Extracellular space

fn Viscosity function

F Geometric function

F1, F2 Correction factors

F(C) Uptake term

hm Mass transfer coefficient

k Permeability

kdis Dissolution rate constant

kero Surface erosion constant

KB Forward rate constant

KC Backward rate constant

KDB Dissolution rate constant in polymer

KDC Dissolution rate constant in pore

KHero Hyperbolic erosion rate constant for bulk

erosion

KLero Linear erosion rate constant for bulk erosion
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Km Michele-menten constant

KSero ‘S’ erosion rate constant for bulk erosion

M¥ Cumulative amount of drug released at time

infinity

Mt Cumulative amount of drug released at time t

MRI Magnetic resonance imaging

P Fluid pressure

ro Pore radius

Rs Radius of microparticles

Æsæ Mass source density

Sh Sherwood number

t Time

Ævæ Velocity vector

V Representative elementary volume

V1 Effective volume of the microsphere

Vmax Rate constant

Vp Pore volume

Greek symbols
qf Fluid density

e Porosity

kg Geometrical tortuosity

kx, k y, k z Tortuosity components

lf Dynamic viscosity of the pure fluid

r Surface area

1 Introduction

Transport phenomena through porous media has been

the subject of various studies due to an increasing need

for a better understanding of the associated transport

processes. This interest stems from numerous practical

applications which can be modeled or can be approx-

imated as transport through porous media such as

thermal insulation, packed bed heat exchangers, drying

technology, catalytic reactors, petroleum industries,

geothermal systems and electronic cooling. Vafai and

Tien [1, 2] presented an in-depth analysis of the gen-

eralized transport through porous media. They devel-

oped a set of governing equations utilizing the local

volume-averaging technique. The results of this study

allowed a simple characterization scheme for inter-

preting the applicability of Darcy’s law for various

problems of flow and heat transfer in porous media. In

their work the concept of momentum boundary layer

and introduction of proper averaging volume for

interpreting the results within a momentum boundary

layer were presented. The effects of presence of a solid

boundary and inertial forces on the transient mass

transfer in porous media were studied by Vafai and

Tien [2] with particular emphasis on mass transfer

through a porous medium near an impermeable

boundary. Some aspects of transport in porous media

were discussed in recent monographs by Nield and

Bejan [3], Vafai [4, 5], Hadim and Vafai [6] and Vafai

and Hadim [7].

Significant advances have been accomplished in

applying porous media theory in modeling biomedical

applications. Examples include computational biology,

tissue replacement production, drug delivery, advanced

medical imaging, porous scaffolds for tissue engineer-

ing and effective tissue replacement to alleviate organ

shortages, and transport in biological tissues [8, 9].

Porous media theory can also be utilized in bio-sensing

systems [10–14].

Another important application of porous media in-

cludes diffusion process in the extracellular space

(ECS) which is crucial for investigating central nervous

system physiology. From a physical perspective, the

ECS of the brain resembles that of a porous medium.

Kuffler and Potter [15] considered the ECS to resem-

ble the water phase of a foam. The ECS constitutes the

microenvironment of brain cells and occupies about

20% of nervous tissue volume. It serves as a conduit for

cellular metabolities, a channel for chemical signaling

mediated by volume transmission, and a route for drug

delivery [16]. Therefore, the ECS represents a signifi-

cant communication channel between neurons, and

between neurons and glial cells [17–19]. Recently,

Yang and Vafai [8] presented a robust four-layer

model to describe low-density lipoprotein (LDL)

transport in the arterial wall coupled with the transport

in the lumen using porous media theory. Their results

are found to be in good agreement with those from the

previous experimental and numerical studies under

various clinical conditions.

In this work, two applications namely magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) and drug delivery are ana-

lyzed as related to the advances in porous media theory

in biological applications.

2 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

2.1 Background

Magnetic resonance imaging has become an increas-

ingly important tool in various applications of interest

such as clinical diagnostic radiology, porous material
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characterization and phase change and dynamics of

compounds confined within porous media [20]. In re-

cent years, the bulk of the MRI research work in the

literature is focused on clinical applications as related

to the detection of acute ischemia, brain diseases such

as neurodegenerative and metabolic conditions, infec-

tions, and tumors. MRI is a powerful technique for the

in vivo measurement of the diffusion of water and

intracellular metabolites.

Recently, diffusive-weighted magnetic resonance

imaging (DW-MRI) has shown superior capabilities

compared to other imaging methods because the

ischemic brain tissue can be visualized within a very

short time period. This technique is primarily due to

the water diffusion process. Moreover, DW-MRI

technique provides significant information about the

structure and the spatial organization of the brain tis-

sue compartments and about the water exchange be-

tween these compartments in normal and diseased

states [21]. Diffusion process is evaluated in terms of

the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). The water

ADC is considered as an essential parameter in the

assessment of stroke patients [22–24].

It has been documented in the literature that several

minutes after the onset of the stroke, there is a sig-

nificant drop in the apparent diffusion coefficient. Be-

cause of the clinical importance that diffusion-

weighted imaging is likely to have in early detection of

stroke; a detailed understanding of the factors that

affect ADC of water in tissue is of considerable

importance. Norris et al. [25] and Latour et al. [26]

concluded that the ADC drop in stroke is due to an

increase in the tortuosity of the available pathways for

fast diffusion within the extracellular space. Moseley

et al. [27], Mintorovitch et al. [28] and Benveniste

et al. [29] referred the reduction in the ADC to the cell

swelling which causes water molecules to move from

extracellular space to the intracellular space, where the

diffusion process may be slower, so the overall ADC

drops. Helpern et al. [30] have suggested that the

reduction in the cell membrane permeability causes a

significant decrease in the ADC after acute injury.

2.2 Mathematical modeling of diffusion process

using porous media concept

Theoretical models for diffusion process in brain tis-

sues have received less attention by researchers.

Greater part of the research related to diffusion pro-

cess in tissues has been experimentally based. Diffu-

sion in the ECS of the brain, which depends on the

ECS porosity and on tortuosity, is quite analogous to

diffusion in porous media composed of two phases

(Fig. 1) [31].

Nicholson and Phillips [32] analyzed the diffusion

process in the brain-cell microenvironment using the

simple diffusion equation in a simple medium with an

effective diffusion coefficient and with an altered

source term. Mota et al. [33] illustrated that the hin-

dered diffusion model is most suitable for the

description of macromolecular diffusion in brain. Dai

and Miura [34] built a lattice cellular automate model

for ion diffusion within the brain-cell microenviron-

ment and performed numerical simulations using the

corresponding lattice Boltzmann equation. The effects

of the tortuosity and the volume fraction on the

movement of ions by diffusion are analyzed (Fig. 2).

Szafer et al. [35] studied both analytically and

numerically water diffusion in a tissue model. The tis-

sue is modeled as a periodic array of boxes surrounded

by partially permeable membranes. Expressions for the

ADC in isotropic and non-isotropic tissues were de-

rived and compared with Monte Carte simulations.

Nicholson [31] indicated in his report that diffusion is

crucial in delivering glucose and oxygen from the

vascular system to brain cells as well as in delivering

drugs to the brain and in the transport of informational

substances between cells, a process known as volume

transmission. The structure of brain tissue was repre-

sented by the volume fraction (void space) and the

tortuosity (hindrance to diffusion imposed by local

boundaries or local viscosity). Analysis of these

parameters revealed how the local geometry of the

brain changes with time under pathological conditions.

Nicholson [31] illustrated that the transport of species

is significantly affected by an increase in the tortuosity

and a decrease in the porosity. For isotropic brain,

Fig. 1 Electron micrograph of a small region of a rat cerebral
cortex with a prominent synapse. The black areas between cells
indicate the ECS. (Reprinted from Nicholson [31], with
permission from Institute of Physics Publishing)
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Nicholson [31] derived the following diffusion equa-

tion:

@hCi
@t
¼ D�r2hCi þ hsi

e
; ð1Þ

where ÆCæ, D*, s, and e are the volume average of the

concentration, effective diffusion coefficient of the tis-

sue, mass source density, and volume fraction (poros-

ity), respectively. As mentioned earlier, brain tissue can

be treated as a porous medium since it is composed of

dispersed cells separated by connective voids to allow

for flow of nutrients, minerals, etc. to reach all cells

within the brain tissue as depicted in Fig. 1.

Utilizing Fig. 3, the volume average of any arbitrary

variable is given by Amiri and Vafai [36], Vafai and

Tien [1], Vafai and Tien [2]:

hwi ¼ 1

V

Z

Vp

wdV ð2Þ

with the porosity of the medium expressed as:

e ¼ Vp

V
; ð3Þ

where V represents a representative elementary vol-

ume (REV) of brain tissue, and Vp is the pore volume

(ECS) where diffusion takes place. Brain tissues are

anisotropic and consequently tortuosity is a second-

order tensor. Therefore, the general diffusion equation

in Cartesian coordinate can be written as Carslaw and

Jaeger [37], Nicholson and Phillips [32]:

@hci
@t
¼ D

k2
x

@2hci
@x2

þ D

k2
y

@2hci
@y2

þ D

k2
z

@2hci
@z2

þ hsi
e
; ð4Þ

where k x, k y, and k z are the three off-diagonal

components of the tortuosity tensor. To describe the

entry and consumption of oxygen by cells, Michaelis-

Menten (MM) kinetics are incorporated in the mass

diffusion equation [38]. The removal of transmitter

substances from ECS such as dopamine (neurotrans-

mitter and hormone) follows this type of kinetics.

Therefore, Eq. 1 is changed to the following when MM

kinetics exists

@hCi
@t
¼ D�r2hCi þ hsi

e
� VmaxhCi

eðKm þ hCiÞ
; ð5Þ

where Vmax, which is a function of the type and amount

of tissue [39], is a rate constant that represents a

measure of the number of uptake sites. Uptake indi-

cates the absorption of some substance, food material,

mineral and others by a tissue. The MM Km constant,

which is expressed in units of concentration, is a

measure of the dissociation constant for the binding of

the substrate (e.g. dopamine) to the membrane uptake

sites. To account for uptake or absorption, Lehner [40]

proposed the following governing equation for diffu-

sion process using volume averaging procedure:

@C

@t
¼ D�r2C þ s

e
� rkðC � CiÞ; ð6Þ

where r m–1 denotes the surface area of the medium

over which the mass transfer process occurs, and k

represents a membrane permeability (m/s) (Fig. 3).

2.3 Effective diffusion coefficient and tortuosity

The effective diffusivity is related to the tortuosity of

the tissue k and the diffusivity in the absence of porous

medium through the following relations:

D� ¼ D

k2
: ð7Þ

For hindered diffusion, D* < D, the effective diffu-

sivity is smaller than the free diffusion coefficient. As

such, diffusion is slower in the brain compared to a free

medium since the diffusing molecules are slowed down

in the convoluted spaces of ECS. The overall tortuos-

ity, k, is a combination of geometrical and viscous

tortuosity as follows [41]:

k ¼ kgeometricalkviscous: ð8Þ

El-Kareh et al. [42] introduced an additional viscosity

function, fn, into the definition of the effective diffu-

sivity to take into account the effect of size and nature

of diffusing molecules as well as pore wall as shown in

Eq. 7:

Fig. 2 The effect of diffusion coefficient on the tortuosity for
various three-dimensional porous media of different type.
(Reprinted from Dai and Miura [34] with permission from
SIAM Journal of Applied Mathematics)
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D� ¼ D

ðkf nÞ
2
: ð9Þ

For hindered diffusion, Limbach and Wei [43] and

Blanch and Clark [44] expressed the effective diffu-

sivity for diffusion in porous media on a microscopic

scale as follows:

D� ¼ D
e

k2
g

 !
F1ðcÞF2ðcÞ; c ¼

aE

ro
; ð10Þ

where aE is the Einestein radius of the diffusion mol-

ecule and ro is the pore radius, k g is the geometrical

tortuosity which is a function of porosity and F1 (c) and

F2 (c) are correction factors based on the interaction

between solute and solvent molecules with the pore.

The correction factor F1 (c), which is defined as the

ratio of the cross-sectional area of the pore available to

the solute molecule divided by the total cross-sectional

area of the pore, is defined by:

F1ðcÞ ¼ ð1� cÞ2: ð11Þ

The correction factor F2 (c) which accounts for the

effect of the pore wall on the solvent is given by Deen

[45]:

F2ðcÞ ¼ 1� 2:1044cþ 2:089c3 � 0:948c5: ð12Þ

Netrabukkana et al. [46] expressed the effective dif-

fusivity coefficient for diffusion in a single pore channel

(e=1) assuming a straight cylindrical pore as:

D� ¼ D� F1ðcÞF2ðcÞ: ð13Þ

For tortuous pore channel, the effective diffusivity

becomes

D� ¼ D frac1k2
g

� �
F1ðcÞF2ðcÞ: ð14Þ

A relationship between porosity and tortuosity was

derived by Pfeuffer et al. [47] to describe diffusion of

small molecules through ECS in the form of:

k ¼ e�n: ð15Þ

The tortuosity exponent in Eq. 15 depends on the

brain tissue behavior. Various studies were conducted

in the literature to develop a relationship between

tortuosity and porosity using Archie’s law [48]. Most of

the exponential index values stay between upper and

lower border lines covering the vast majority of the

experimental points as follows [33]:

Upper limit : n ¼ 0:23þ 0:3eþ e2 ð16Þ

Lower limit : n ¼ 0:23þ e2: ð17Þ

Table 1 summarizes various models of the effective

diffusion coefficients found in the literature.

Additional studies on the transport of fluids by dif-

fusion inside porous tissues can be seen in the works of

Woerly et al. [49] and Koegler et al. [50]. Woerly et al.

[49] analyzed neural tissue formation within porous

hydrogels implanted in brain and spinal cord lesions

while Koegler et al. [50] discussed the feasibility of

using liquid CO for reducing residual solvents that are

used in fabricating biodegradable polymeric devices

(Fig. 4).

In the above studies, bulk flow is ignored compared

with diffusion process. If bulk flow does occur, then the

diffusion equation (5) becomes [31]

@hCi
@t
þ hVi:hCi ¼ D�r2hCi þ hsi

e
� FðCÞ; ð18Þ

where ÆV æ is the bulk flow vector. The uptake term

F(C) can be replaced either by

VmaxhCi
eðKm þ hCiÞ

or rkðC � CiÞ: ð19Þ

Abbott et al. [51] estimated an average velocity of

10 lm/min in the cuttlefish assuming porosity of 0.2.

Rosenberg et al. [52] and Rosenberg and Kyner [53]

predicated a flow velocity of 10.5 l m/min towards the

ventricle in white matter under normal conditions.

However, gray matter demonstrated flow only under

osmotic stress. Recently, Khaled and Vafai [54] con-

ducted a comprehensive study on the role of porous

media on modeling flow and heat transfer in biological

tissues. The authors focused on the diffusion process

within the brain, diffusion during tissue generation,

applications of MRI on categorizing tissue properties,

blood flow in tumors, blood flow in perfusive tissues,

bioheat transfer in tissues, and bioconvection. Khana-

fer et al. [55, 56] presented a numerical study on water

VECS (Vp)

Intracellular phase

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram for a volume averaging in brain tissue
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diffusion within the structure of a brain ECS for vari-

ous diffusion parameters of brain tissue namely ECS

porosity and tortuosity. The ECS was modeled as a

homogeneous porous medium with uniform porosity

and permeability (Fig. 5).

Concentration maps were developed in this study

for various clinical conditions. The effect of the space

porosity and the turtousity on the heat and mass

transport within the ECS were found to be significant.

2.4 Generalized momentum equation for fluid flow

through a brain tissue

A generalized model is proposed for fluid flow through

a brain tissue which accounts for the boundary effects.

This can be expressed by

qf

e
@hvi
@t
þ hðv:rÞ � vi

� �
¼ �rhPif þ lf

e
r2hvi � lf

K
hvi:

ð20Þ

This equation was obtained through local volume

averaging and matched asymptotic expansions [1, 57].

The medium permeability K can be properly modeled

[36, 57–59]

Once the velocity vector is determined, the diffusion

equation (18) can be solved for the concentration of

substances.

Table 2 illustrates the categorization of diffusion

models in brain tissue based on the volume-averaging

transport equations for porous medium.

2.5 Proposed generalized diffusion equation

Starting with the diffusion equation for a regular fluid

and accounting in the presence of porous matrix and

based on the prior diffusion models, the following

general diffusion equation is proposed taking into ac-

count the variation of porosity and anisotropic prop-

erties of the brain tissue

Table 1 Various models of
effective diffusion coefficient

Reference Effective diffusion coefficient Remarks

Present D*=e D/k 2 Hindered diffusion
Accounts for porosity

[98] D*=D/k Hindered diffusion
e=1

[31, 32] D*=D/k 2

k=k geometrical k viscous

Hindered diffusion
e=1

[70] D*=De /k Hindered diffusion
Accounts for porosity

[43, 44] D*=D(e /kg
2) F1 (c) F2 (c)

F1 (c)=(1 – c)2

F2 (c)=1 – 2.1044c+2.089c 3 – 0.948c 5

Accounts for porosity
Accounts for the interaction

between solute and solvent
molecules with the pore

[42] D*=D/(k fn)2 e=1
Accounts for viscosity

[91] D*=(D/k ) exp [a (b – C)] e=1
Concentration-dependent

diffusion coefficient

Fig. 4 SEMs of scaffolds
after different combinations
of salt leaching and CO2

drying. a Salt leached; b CO2

dried, then salt leached. Scale
bars are 200 lm. (Reprinted
from Koegler et al. [50] with
permission from Wiley
InterScience)
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@hCi
@t
þ hVi:hCi ¼ r � eD�rhCi½ � þ hsi

e
� FðCÞ: ð21Þ

3 Drug delivery

3.1 Background

Controlled-released drugs delivery to the site of action

at a designed rate has numerous advantages over the

conventional dosage forms. This interest stems from its

importance in reducing dosing frequency, adverse side

effects, and in achieving enhanced pharmacological

activity as well as in maintaining constant and pro-

longed therapeutic effects [60]. The basic formulation

of a controlled release of drug consists of an active

agent (the drug and excipients) and a carrier which is

usually made of polymeric materials [61]. Biodegrad-

able polymers have received considerable attention

over the last decade for controlling the drug delivery in

the human body without the need to remove the device

after treatment. The biodegradable polymers can be

used as either matrix devices or reservoirs. In matrix

systems, the drug is dispersed or dissolved in the

polymer and the release rate of the drug decreases as

the time advances. While in reservoir, the drug is

encapsulated in a biodegradable membrane. As such

the drug is released by diffusion through the membrane

at a constant rate. The popularity of this technique has

been improved by excellent intrinsic delivery proper-

ties of microspheres (membrane). This is due to the

small size of microparticles which makes them suitable

for direct injection of the drug without requiring sur-

gical implant [62]. Another important feature of the

microspheres is that they are made of biodegradable

polymers, which degrade and are removed from the

human body after the treatment [63].

3.2 Biodegradable drug release systems

The most important mechanisms of controlled release

of drugs are diffusion, dissolution, and erosion (bulk

and surface). Diffusion mechanism accounts for the

Fig. 5 An axial slice of human cadaver head image acquired just
superior to the lateral ventricles using STE-DWI at 8T. The
following parameters were used. TR=1,000 ms, TE=75 ms, d=5–
30 mT/m, D =40 ms, FOV=20 cm, slice thickness=2 mm (Rep-
rinted from Khanafer et al. [55] with permission from Elsevier)

Table 2 Categorization of
diffusion models through a
brain tissue

Reference Models Remarks

Present @hCi
@t þ hVi:hCi ¼ r � eD�rhCi½ � þ hsie � FðCÞ Anisotropic

Assumes bulk flow
Assumes uptake or absorption
Accounts for variable Porosity

[31] @hCi
@t ¼ D�r2hCi þ hsie Isotropic

Neglects bulk flow
Neglects uptake or absorption

[31, 32, 37] @hCi
@t ¼ D

k2
x

@2hCi
@x2 þ D

k2
y

@2hCi
@y2 þ D

k2
z

@2hCi
@z2 þ hsie Anisotropic

Neglects bulk flow
Neglects uptake or absorption
Neglects variable porosity

[31, 40] @C
@t ¼ D�r2C þ s

e� rkðC � CiÞ Isotropic
Neglects bulk flow
Assumes linear uptake process

[31, 38, 39] @hCi
@t ¼ D�r2hCi þ hsie �

VmaxhCi
eðKmþhCiÞ Isotropic

Neglects bulk flow
Assumes non-linear uptake process

[31] @hCi
@t þ hVi:hCi ¼ D�r2hCi þ hsie � FðCÞ Isotropic

Assumes bulk flow
Assumes uptake or absorption process
Neglects variable porosity
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diffusion of dissolved drug molecules, while dissolution

is a process in which the drug is dissolved from the

solid phase. Erosion mechanism stands for the volume

loss of the polymer carrier due to the hydrolysis and

unraveling of the polymer chains. The coupling among

these mechanisms is considered complicated but it is

important in describing the release of drug from a

biodegradable polymer. Most polymers exhibit bulk

erosion where the polymer matrix becomes highly

porous due to the penetration of the external fluid as

time advances. In the case of surface erosion, polymer

degradation occurs mainly in the outmost polymer

layers and consequently, erosion affects only the sur-

face and not the inner parts of the polymer as depicted

in Fig. 6.

3.3 Mathematical modeling of biodegradable

controlled drug systems

Mathematical simulations of drug release from biode-

gradable micro- and nano-particles, are essential to

optimize the design of a therapeutic device. Particles

are usually ingested or implanted to deliver the desired

amount of drug that may last for a prolonged period of

time. Feng and Chien [64] presented a comprehensive

analysis of mathematical models to study drug release

from nanoparticles.

3.3.1 Diffusion-controlled drug delivery systems

The coupling of diffusion, dissolution, and erosion is

complicated but it is important to correctly describe

the drug release from a biodegradable carrier. The

drug release can be described in the simplest form

using Fick’s diffusion equation with appropriate

boundary conditions [65] and dissolution terms [66] or

simplified expressions for erosion-controlled devices

[67]. Other models assumed purely erosion or diffu-

sion-controlled cases in regular geometries (slab, cyl-

inder, sphere) using the empirical and semiempirical

mathematical models such as Higuchi model [68, 69]

and Power law [70–72]. Higuchi model and the power

model were two frequently mathematical models used

to describe drug release kinetics. The Higuchi model,

valid in devices in which drug concentration is signifi-

cantly higher than drug solubility, is expressed as

Mt

A
¼ D 2Co � Csð ÞCst½ �0:5; ð22Þ

where Mt is the cumulative amount of drug released at

time t, D is the drug diffusion coefficient, A is the

surface area of the controlled release device exposed to

the release medium, and Co and Cs are the initial drug

concentration and drug solubility, respectively. The

power model which relates the geometry of the system

to the drug release mechanism is given by [73]

Mt

M1
¼ ktn; ð23Þ

where Mt and M¥ are the cumulative quantities of drug

released at times t and infinity, respectively, and k is a

constant associated with the geometry of the device

and n is the release exponent. The Weibull function for

drug release from a matrix assuming a purely diffusive

process and excluding volume interactions between

drug molecules is expressed by [74]:

Mt

M1
¼ 1� eð�atbÞ; ð24Þ

where a and b are empirical constants, respectively.

Siepmann et al. [75] investigated the effect of the

composition of diffusion-controlled release devices

(type and amount of plasticizer, type of polymer) on

the drug diffusivity and the resulting release kinetics in

a quantitative way. As previously illustrated in the

literature, the rate of drug release mainly depends on

the release time, drug diffusivity, drug concentration in

the device and the layer thickness of the diffusion

barrier [68, 69, 76]. Higuchi [69] modeled the hindering

effects of the porous medium by lumping these effects

in the definition of the diffusion coefficient (D*=De /k),

where e and k are the porosity and tortuosity, respec-

Bulk Erosion Surface Erosion

Time in 
Water 

Time in 
Water 

Fig. 6 Bulk and surface
erosion of a polymer matrix
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tively. For a porous matrix biodegradable polymer,

erosion mechanism increases the diffusional space by

expanding the pore volume and consequently increases

the release of drug by diffusion. Siepmann et al. [75]

calculated drug release from thin films based on Fick’s

law of diffusion as follows

Mt

M1
¼ 1�

X1
n¼1

2Sh2

b2
n � b2

n þ Sh2 þ Sh
� � � exp � b2

n

L2
Dt

 !
;

ð25Þ

where Mt and M¥ are the cumulative amounts of drug

release at times t and infinity, respectively, and Sh is

the Sherwood number. The b n values are the positive

roots of:

b tan b ¼ Sh ð26Þ

with

Sh ¼ hmL

D
: ð27Þ

The diffusion coefficient of the drug, D, and the mass

transfer coefficient, hm, are determined from experi-

ments (Fig. 7).

The same authors calculated the drug release from

microparticles based on Fick’s law of diffusion for a

sphere assuming infinite mass transfer coefficient in the

boundary layer and uniform initial drug concentration

as follows:

Mt

M1
¼ 1� 6

p2

X1
n¼1

1

n2
exp �D � n2 � p2

R2
s

t

 !
; ð28Þ

where Rs is the radius of the microparticles.

3.3.2 Diffusion–erosion controlled drug delivery

systems

Many authors in the literature simulated the effect of

erosion on diffusion process by allowing the diffusion

coefficient to increase with time [77–79]. Hopfenberg

[67] derived simplified expressions for erosion-con-

trolled devices assuming that the drug release from

erodible slabs, cylinders, and spheres is proportional to

the surface area of the device. As such, Hopfenberg

[67] derived the following general solution for the

cumulative amounts of drug released at time t:

Mt

M1
¼ 1� 1� ko � t

co � a

� �n

; ð29Þ

where a is the half thickness of a slab or radius of a

cylinder or a sphere, co is the initial drug concentration

within the drug device, ko is the rate constant, Mt and

M¥ are the cumulative amount of drug released at time

t and at infinite time, respectively; n is a shape factor

(n=1 for a slab, n = 2 for a cylinder, and n = 3 for a

sphere).

Lee [80] proposed a modified version of Higuchi’s

relations in planar geometry by adding moving erosion

front to the dissolution front and assuming that the

initial drug loading exceeded the drug solubility in the

matrix. Heller and Baker [79] developed a mathemat-

ical model describing drug release from thin biode-

gradable polymer films undergoing bulk erosion and

diffusion. They assumed that for polymer matrices

undergoing bulk erosion, degradation can be described

by first-order kinetics. Joshi and Himmelstein [81]

conducted a numerical study on the dynamics of con-

trolled release from bioerodible matrices.

The effects of erosion were simulated by allowing

the diffusion coefficient to increase as the concentra-

tion of undergraded polymer decreases. A theoretical

model was outlined by Batycky et al. [82] for predict-

ing the time evolution of total mass, mean molecular

weight, and drug release for the case of a spherical

bulk-eroding microsphere, prepared by a double

emulsification procedure and containing a hydrophilic

drug. Explicit analytical equation was derived for cal-

culating the time evolution of measurable macroscopic

characteristics, such as drug release or mean molecular

weight. Structural modeling of drug release from bio-

degradable porous matrices based on a combined dif-

fusion/erosion process was analyzed by Lemaire et al.

Fig. 7 The influence of the plasticizer type on the drug release
rate from thin films (Reprinted from Siepmann et al. [75] with
permission from Elsevier)
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[83]. The authors gave an expression for the growth of

the mean pore radius due to polymer erosion as follows

rðtÞ ¼ ro þ kt; ð30Þ

where k is the velocity of erosion and ro is the initial

pore radius. The governing equations were solved

numerically in a domain containing a moving surface.

The model was confirmed by using release data from

biodegradable microspheres with different ratios of

low and high molecular weight PLA. The numerical

results demonstrated that the relative dominance be-

tween diffusion and erosion plays a major role in the

release kinetics (Fig. 8).

3.3.3 Diffusion–dissolution controlled drug delivery

systems

Lee et al. [84] presented a general model for the re-

lease of a drug from porous non-swelling transdermal

drug-delivery devices. The processes, which governed

the release, were considered to be diffusion of dis-

solved drug and dissolution of the dispersed drug, both

in the body of the device and in the device pores, and

transfer of drug between the two domains. The general

model is given as follows:

@CL

@t
¼ D�

@2CL

@z2
þKDCðeCSat � CLÞf CðCsÞ

þKCBL �KBCL;

ð31Þ

@BL

@t
¼ DB

@2BL

@z2
þKDB½ð1� eÞBSat � BL�f BðBuÞ

þKBCL �KCBL;

ð32Þ

@Cs

@t
¼ �KDCðeCSat � CLÞf CðCsÞ; ð33Þ

@Bs

@t
¼ �KDB½ð1� eÞBSat � BL�f BðBsÞ; ð34Þ

where CL is the concentration of the drug dissolved in

the pores of the device, BL is the concentration of the

dissolved drug in the polymer, Cs is the undissolved

drug concentration in the pores, and Bs is the undis-

solved drug concentration in the polymer. CSat and BSat

are the saturation concentration of drug in the solvent

and polymer phases, respectively. D*, which takes into

account the effects of pore geometry and topology, is

the effective diffusion coefficient in the pore and DB is

the diffusion coefficient in polymer, respectively. KDC

and KDB are the dissolution rate constants and fC (Cs)

and fB (Bs) are functions that determine the changes in

the dissolution process as the dispersed phase is de-

pleted. The transfer between the pores and polymer is

modeled as a reversible process and the forward (KB)

and backward (KC) rate constants are related as fol-

lows

KCð1� eÞBSat ¼ KBeCSat: ð35Þ

If the drug-delivery device is non-porous and in the

classical limits of large dissolution rates, the problem is

reduced to one of the moving-boundary type. The

solution of this problem in the case where the initial

drug loading was much greater than the drug solubility

in the device yields expressions for the flux. The

pseudo steady-state amount of drug delivered to a

perfect sink reduces to the same expression given by as

[68, 69]

Mt

A
¼ D 2Co � CSatð ÞCSatt½ �0:5; ð36Þ

where Co=Bo, CSat=BSat, and D=DB.

When BSat /Bo fi 0, Cohen and Erneux [85] ob-

tained the solution of the unsteady moving-boundary

problem as

Mt � A 2DBBSatBotð Þ0:5: ð37Þ

Harland et al. [66] developed a model of dissolu-

tion-controlled, diffusional drug release from porous,

non-swellable polymeric microparticles. Their model

incorporated a linear first order dissolution term and

transient Fickian diffusion equations and solved for

perfect sink and surface dependant boundary condi-

tions. It is assumed that the drug is loaded with an

initial concentration of Co which is higher than the

Fig. 8 Temporal variation of the cumulative quantities of drug
released drug for various erosion velocity (Reprinted from
Lemaire et al. [83] with permission from Elsevier]
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drug saturation concentration CSat. The initial system is

assumed to have an initial porosity of e o. Therefore,

the mathematical formulation of the model is ex-

pressed as

@C

@t
¼ D�

@2C

@r2
þ 2

r

@C

@r

� �
þ kðeCSat � CÞf ðCo � eCSatÞ;

ð38Þ

where C is the drug concentration, k is the first order

dissolution constant (s–1), e is the system porosity, and r

is the radial position in the sphere. In cases of a con-

centration-dependent diffusion coefficient, D*, one

may write [86]

D� ¼ D

k

� �
exp aðb� CÞ½ � ð39Þ

where k is the tortuosity, and a and b are constants.

The dissolution mechanism is described by a general-

ized function, f, as follows:

f ðCo � eCSatÞ ¼
0; Co � eCSat

1; Co > eCSat:

	
ð40Þ

3.3.4 Diffusion–erosion–dissolution controlled drug

delivery systems

Siepmann and Peppas [87], Siepmann and Gopferich

[88], and Siepmann et al. [89] demonstrated that

mathematical modeling of drug release from bioerod-

ible delivery systems is more complex than the mod-

eling of diffusion or swelling controlled devices. As

such, chemical reactions such as polymer chain cleav-

age in bioerodible systems should be included in the

theoretical models in addition to mass transport phe-

nomena. Siepmann et al. [89] developed a mathemat-

ical model describing all phases of drug release from

bioerodible microparticles using Monte Carlo simula-

tions. The authors considered three-dimensional

geometry of the devices, drug dissolution, diffusion

with non-constant diffusivities and moving boundary

conditions, polymer degradation/erosion, and time-

dependent system porosities.

Zhang et al. [90] presented comprehensive models

to account for the kinetics of drug release from

porous, biodegradable polymeric microspheres under

different erosion mechanisms. They pointed out the

three mechanisms namely diffusion, dissolution, and

erosion control the overall drug release process. The

erosion of the polymer matrix is usually organized

into two categories namely bulk erosion (or

homogeneous) and surface erosion (or heteroge-

neous). Bulk erosion, where the size of microsphere

approximately remains constant, takes place as a

result of the external fluid penetration into the

microsphere. In surface erosion, the erosion occurs at

the external boundary of microsphere resulting in a

gradual decrease in the size of microspheres. There

are three types of bulk erosion pattern that were

observed in the experiments [91–94]. These models

are Linear erosion model, S Erosion model, and

Hyperbolic erosion model. These models are sum-

marized below as follows [90].

3.3.4.1 Linear bulk erosion model For liquid

phase Diffusion takes place and drug enters this

phase by dissolution and erosion.

@CL

@t
¼

1
r2
@
@r Dr2 @CL

@r

� �
A : Diffusion

þ CSeKLero

B : Erosion
�

@CSe

@t 1�KLerotð Þ
C : Dissolution

:

ð41Þ

For virtual solid phase The drug concentration (CS)

decreases in this phase as a result of erosion and dis-

solution and is equal to the amount of drug accumu-

lated in the liquid phase.

@CS

@t
¼ @CSe

@t
1�KLerotð Þ � CSeKLero ð42Þ

and

CS ¼
CSe � V1

Vo
¼ CSe

V1=3
o � KHero�t

3

� �3

Vo
: ð43Þ

For effective solid phase This phase represents the

actual changes in the solid phase.

@CSe

@t
¼ �kdis eCsat � CLð Þ; ð44Þ

where CL is the drug concentration in the liquid phase

(kg/m3), CSe is the drug concentration in the effective

solid phase (kg/m3), KLero is the linear erosion rate

constant for bulk erosion (m/day), kdis is the dissolution

rate constant (s–1), Csat is the saturation concentration

of the drug (kg/m3), Vo is the initial volume of the

microsphere (m3), V1 is the effective volume of the

microsphere (m3) in the virtual solid phase, and e is the

porosity.
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3.3.4.2 S bulk erosion model For liquid phase

@CL

@t
¼

1
r2
@
@r Dr2 @CL

@r

� �
A : Diffusion

þ
CSeKSero�b expð�tKSeroÞ

1þb expð�tKSeroÞ½ �2

B : Erosion

�
@CSe

@t 1� 1
1þb�expð�tKSeroÞ

� �

C : Dissolution
:

ð45Þ

For virtual solid phase

@CS

@t
¼ �CSe � b �KSero expð�t �KSeroÞ

1þ b � expð�t �KSeroÞ½ �2
þ @CSe

@t

� 1� 1

1þ b � expð�t �KSeroÞ

� �
:

ð46Þ

For effective solid phase

@CSe

@t
¼ �kdis eCsat � CLð Þ ð47Þ

where CS is the drug concentration in the virtual solid

phase (kg/m3), b is a constant, and KSero is the ‘S’

erosion rate constant for bulk erosion (s–1).

3.3.4.3 Hyperbolic bulk erosion model For liquid

phase

@CL

@t
¼

1
r2
@
@r Dr2 @CL

@r

� �
A : Diffusion

þ
CSeKHero

Vo
V1=3

o � KHero�t
3

� �2

B : Erosion

�
@CSe

@t
1

Vo
V1=3

o � KHero�t
3

� �2

C : Dissolution
:

ð48Þ

For virtual solid phase

@CS

@t
¼ �CSeKHero

Vo
V1=3

o �KHerot

3

� �2

þ @CSe

@t

1

Vo

� V1=3
o �KHerot

3

� �3

:

ð49Þ

For effective solid phase

@CSe

@t
¼ �kdis eCsat � CLð Þ; ð50Þ

where KHero is the hyperbolic erosion rate constant for

bulk erosion (m/day).

3.3.4.4 Surface erosion Surface erosion is generally

associated with a gradual decrease in the size of a

microsphere. As such, erosion takes place at the

external boundary of the polymer, although some

external fluid may penetrate into the microsphere. To

determine the amount of drug released from the

sphere, dissolution of the drug from the solid phase,

diffusion of dissolved drug, and erosion of the polymer

matrix must be taken into account to calculate drug

concentration in liquid and solid phases. Drug con-

centration in liquid phase is mainly determined by

diffusion and dissolution processes whenever the fol-

lowing condition is held:C¥ £ CL £ e Cs and Cs > C¥.

Using Fick’s law of diffusion and taking into account

drug dissolution from the solid phase to liquid phase,

CL is determined using the following equation [90]:

@CL

@t
¼

1
r2
@
@r Dr2 @CL

@r

� �
A : Diffusion

þ kdis eCsat � CLð Þ
B : Dissolution

; ð51Þ

where C¥ is the drug concentration in the external

fluid, Csat is the drug saturation concentration, e Csat is

the effective drug saturation concentration in porous

region with porosity e, and D is the effective diffusion

coefficient (D*=Do e /k). The sphere is considered

shrinking at a constant linear rate. This is supported by

experimental observations for drug release from typi-

cal surface-eroding polymers [95–97]. Therefore, the

radius of the microsphere at any time is given by the

following equation:

r ¼ Roð1� kerotÞ; ð52Þ

where Ro is the initial radius of the microsphere and

kero is the surface erosion constant (s–1) (Fig. 9). The

governing equation for the drug concentration in the

solid phase is given as follows:

@Cs

@t
¼ � kdis eCsat � CLð Þ

A : Dissolution
: ð53Þ

4 Concluding remarks

The transport theory in porous media including the

effect of tortuosity and porosity on the mass transport

equation is significant in describing different biomedi-

cal applications. These models are successfully applied
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in analyzing MRI and drug delivery. They can also be

utilized in simulation of blood flow in tumors and

muscles. Diffusive transport models are found to play a

significant role in the transport of drugs and nutrients

to brain cells. Different equations for the effective

diffusivity coefficient and tortuosity are summarized

and discussed in this work for various conditions.

These equations illustrate that tortuosity depends sig-

nificantly on the porosity of the medium. Mathematical

modeling of drug release from biodegradable delivery

systems is analyzed in this investigation. New models

for the kinetics of drug release from porous biode-

gradable polymeric microspheres under bulk erosion

and surface erosion of the polymer matrix are pre-

sented in this study. The mathematical modeling of the

mass transfer processes controlling drug release from

biodegradable porous matrices is found to substantially

depend on the type and size of polymeric micro-

spheres, release time, drug diffusivity, and the com-

position of drug release. Other effects which count for

the drug release system surrounding environment

should be included in the structural modeling of drug

release systems. These include pH value, cellular tissue

reactions, and osmotic pressure.
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